REAPPORTIONMENT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

ROLL CALL

Present  9 - Schuyler Sheaffer, Jonathan Alexander, Robert Charland, Blake Plavchak, Matt Singer, Daniel Wood, James Murray, Emilie Yonan, and Shawn Carter

Item #25  Feedback from EngagePgh

Discussed

Item #26  Legal feedback/review from Jesse/Law on currently proposed maps

Discussed

Item #27  Discussion on Voting Rights Act and methodology for analysis

Discussed

Item #31  Dan Wood motioned to inquire about hiring a statistician
Matt Singer seconded

A motion was made that this matter be Approved. The motion carried.

Item #28  Selection of 2 maps: one map with 2 majority-minority districts, one map with 1 majority-minority district

Discussed. Selection of maps delayed

Item #29  Discussion on further revisions to selected maps

Discussed

Item #30  Scheduling of future meetings

Scheduled as follows:
Tuesday, February 1st @ 4:00 PM
Tuesday, February 8th @ 4:00 PM
Tuesday, February 15th @ 4:00 PM
Tuesday, February 22nd @ 4:00 PM